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University Wide Notices
Here is a list of today’s notices:
 
Ø  Blackboard Learn Upgrade

 
To view our University Wide Notice (UWN) Procedures, please click here.

 

Blackboard Learn Upgrade
 

A Blackboard Learn Upgrade will be applied on Friday, May 18th starting at 5pm.  No down time will be noticed, the
new version will automatically appear on the system soon after that timeframe.  We will be updating to Q2 2018 or
version 3400.0.1. 
 
A Staging server has been setup for you to test this new version.  Here is the login information:
Staging Environment:  https://ferris-stage.blackboard.com
You should be able to use your regular ids and passwords to get into the system.  You will also find most of your course shells.
 
 

Here are some of the updates that you can look forward to:
 

1.    Additional Attempts in Anonymous Grading
 
Instructors can now grant an additional attempt for scenarios when the student needs one and the prior attempt can't be cleared because it is in
an anonymous state.

 

2.    Clear multiple choice selection
Students are now able to clear a selection from multiple-choice questions. This lets students avoid a penalty when they’ve made an initial
selection and negative points are associated with answer choices.
 

3.    Recording attendance in Blackboard Learn

Institutions and instructors want to track attendance for various purposes, including at-risk detection, federal financial aid and accreditation
compliance, and to support instructor pedagogical preference where being present is a component of a course grade.

With this release, instructors can track attendance in both experiences. In Learn courses, a gradebook column is added when the instructor
begins taking attendance. The Attendance column provides the overall attendance score in the gradebook, where it can be included in the
student’s overall grade.

Based on your data region, some Blackboard Learn features may not be available. Attendance isn't supported on Internet Explorer 11.

 
 

4.    Coming Soon:  Cloud Services Integration – They are working to have this deployed on
May 18 but it may not happen that fast.

 
Instructors can copy files from their favorite cloud storage solutions when authoring Content Items or creating Assignments. Students can
submit assignments from their favorite cloud storage solutions. Cloud storage that is supported includes OneDrive, OneDrive for Business,
Google Drive including G suite accounts, Dropbox, and Box. 
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5.    COMING SOON: Create recording for feedback

 An instructor or grader can create personalized feedback recordings for individual assessment attempts or manual gradebook items. Each
recording can be up to 5 minutes long and can be both video and audio. The option appears in the third row of the Content Editor as a
microphone icon. 

The following feedback locations are supported:

Assignment 
Test 
Graded Discussion 
Graded Wiki 
Graded Blog 
Graded Journal 
Feedback in a manual grade column

Students will see icons representing recordings that they can select to start streaming playback of the video on their computer or mobile
device. 

The recording service will not be available at the same time as the 9.1 Q2 2018 release (build 3400.0) is made generally available. The
recording service will be enabled in each region after the general availability of the Q2 2018 release. Announcements about each region’s
availability will be made.

 
Thank you,
 
Mary Holmes, Ph.D.
E-Learning Systems Administrator
Ferris State University
(231) 591-2067
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